STORY MAPS TIPS AND BEST PRACTICES

• [How to] Including charts In Your Story Maps.

• Story Map: Storytelling with Maps on Paper and Screen. One map-driven story told two different ways—first in print, then via the Web. See what creative decisions had to be made for each medium.

• Story Map: The Living Land (2\textsuperscript{nd} chapter in Living in the Age of Humans)

• Story Map: Chapter 1 The Human Reach.

• Story Map: The Lewis and Clark Trail from Space

• More Fun with Styling Journal and Series Story Maps.

• How to Build Compelling Globe Animations for Story Maps.

• Templates: Each Story Map template enables its own kind of #storytelling—our goal is to make it easy to choose the one that best suits your needs. If you need a little help, try answering the guiding questions in our Ask the Pros tool to get started.

• Tip: YouTube videos look great in map journal panels and help provide context about locations you are presenting on a map. How-To Story: Foo Fighters: Sonic Highways.
• Using Sound in Your Cascade Stories. You probably know our Story Map Cascade template is great for immersing readers in full-screen photos and videos. But did you know your stories can also be enhanced with sound? Here's how easy it is to bring your narrative alive with audio:
  a. Adding Audio To Your Story Map Tour
• Story Map: Unlocking Information From Imagery In ArcGIS
• Story Map: Public Health Preparedness: A Geographic Approach
• Story Map: America’s Most Endangered Species
• Story Map: The Lighthouses of County Donegal
• Story Map: One World, Many Voices: Endangered Languages and Cultural Heritage
• Story Map: America’s Most Endangered Species
• Story Map: Hurricanes and Tropical Cyclones Overview -- This story map is published by the Esri Disaster Response Team. The underlying map is authored using ArcGIS Living Atlas of the World content that includes the World Imagery Basemap, Sea Surface Temperature, NOAA Hurricanes, NOAA Short Term Warnings, as well as Accuweather weather radar.
• Story Map: London’s Lost River: The Tyburn
• Story Map: Story Maps and The Digital Humanities -- Check out our new collection of #StoryMaps on the #digitalhumanities -- it has dozens of stories ranging from housing discrimination to the geography of hip hop music.
• Story Map: The Story of Cancer in Central Pennsylvania. Penn State has launched its first cancer-related Story Map, “The Story of Cancer in Central Pennsylvania.” The interactive geospatial map illustrates the extent of the cancer problem in the region. It also highlights patient navigators who help people overcome barriers to cancer care and action steps to help address cancer in the community.
• [News] Online “Story Map” Helps Explain District’s Navigation Mission
• Story Map: Farming In Water
• Story Map: Tornado Migration
• Story Map: How ‘Story Maps’ Redraw The World Using People’s Real-Life Experiences
• Blog: Story Maps and The Digital Humanities
• (How-To Story Map) Firefly Recipes
• Firefly Cartography. Map Tips - this story map explains Firefly Cartography in detail
• Don’t Start Over from Scratch - Clone Your Story Maps & Save Time with Admin Tools For ArcGIS Online.
• The Human Reach: Atlas. This nighttime satellite composite highlights the contours of human activity, and development, around the planet.
• Story Map: An Introduction to Hosting Your Own Story Map.
• Story Map: Landmarks At Risk: Protecting The Historic Seaport of Annapolis, Maryland. The City’s Weather it Together team, collaborated with the Planning Innovation Lab of Michael Baker International to develop an interactive resource that highlights the city’s
efforts to address the local impacts of climate change on cultural resources through proactive hazard mitigation planning. Using several ArcGIS online applications, the team developed a story map that illustrates and describes, in a dynamic, user-friendly format, the flooding threat to the historic downtown. Interactive maps, participatory GIS, surveys, photo crowdsourcing, and other elements were incorporated to provide a platform for resident and stakeholder involvement. The story map entitled *Landmark at Risk: Protecting the Historic Seaport of Annapolis, Maryland* hopes to become the go-to resource, not only for the citizens of Annapolis, but for other communities facing the challenges of climate change.

- Story Map: [Esri + Autodesk](#)
- Story Map: [Esri + Sap Integration](#)
- Story Map: [Change from Above](#) -- 54 months is a relatively short history, BUT an archive of satellite imagery reminds us of the dizzying pace of change that happens in our planet.
- [Meet The 2018 Winners](#) (of the Story Telling With Maps Contest).
- Story Map: [Saving the Southern Cumberlands](#)
- Story Map: [A Network Derailed](#)
- Story Map: [Abandoned Islands](#)
- Story Map: [The Human Reach](#)
- Story Map: Deforestation Hotspots In The Colombian Amazon, Part 3: [Chiribiquete-Macarena](#)
- Part 1: [Patterns of Deforestation in The Colombian Amazon](#).
- Part: [Deforestation Hotspots in The Colombian Amazon: La Paya, Putumayo](#)
- Story Map: [The Data Behind the Search for MH370](#) -- Geoscience Australia has released data from Phase 2 operations of the search for missing flight MH370
- Story Map: [Charlottetown: A Look to the Past](#) -- Explore the birthplace of #Canadian Confederation on a story map.
- Story Map: [Recilient City Recovery Maps](#)
- Story Map: [Living in The Age of Humans](#)
- Story Map: [Irish Open Courses Since 1975](#)
- Story Map: [Naonaialaotit Traditional Knowledge Project Atlas](#). An integration 4 different customized story map templates into a single compelling and information rich Web atlas of life, culture and traditional knowledge of Canada’s Kitikmeot Inuit
- Story Map: [ArcGIS Platform](#)
- Story Map: [Distinguished Immigrants](#)
- Story Map: [Happy Anniversary Deimos-2!](#) -- Happy 4th anniversary to #DEIMOS2 & congrats for capturing over 280,000 images and orbiting the Earth more than 21,000 times!
- Story Map: [What U.S. Food Assistance Means to Refugees](#)
- Story Map: [The World Cup In 33 Maps](#)
• Story Map: The Science of Doodle Dogs. Calling all doodles! Where in the world does your curly, cuddly, canine companion reside? Make sure their adorable face is represented on this story map.

• Story Map: Best Locations for A Proposed Golf Resort. This Story Map breaks down how a suitability analysis is done using ArcGIS.

• Story Map: World Cup 2018 – Stadium Imagery Tour -- Experience the best satellite view of all the #worldcup 2018 stadiums! This @esristorymap features the best WorldView-3 imagery available for the World Cup, provided

• Story Map: How Long Would It Take To Drive Around Australia

• Story Map: Maps That Changed Our World -- A world map defines its culture's view of the globe. This selection of #maps spotlights specific points in time when there was a dramatic shift in how the world was perceived

• 5 Principles of Effective Storytelling

• Protect Our Coast Maps

• The Ocean -- Do you need data about the #oceans? Discover lots of them from the @LivingAtlas in this great #StoryMap

• DCPS Recycles Right -- Did you know that over 8 million metric tons of plastic enter our oceans each year? These Story Maps from @DGSSustainable share statistics on waste to help local students understand the importance and impact of recycling right.

• Story Map: Transform Your Coverage Maps With ArcGIS

• Story Map: D-Day

• Adding Links to Sections in Cascade, -- If you're self-hosting a Cascade story, you can create links to jump between different sections of your narrative. It just takes a little bit of code.

• Living Atlas for Elevation.

• Our Future Climate in Samish Traditional Territory

• Celebrating A World of Cheese -- The US produces the most cheese but what country eats the most? Find out here.

• The Making of a Forest

• Mapping Emotional Place Attachment in Smart Communities

• Story Maps 101 -- Story Maps help you give your audience important context in a unique, geographic way. Why is that useful? Here’s what you can accomplish with place-based content

• Apply the Science of Where To Fight The Opioid Epidemic

• Flooding the States -- Check out those rain totals near DC...and check out this @EsriStoryMaps on #flooding in the US using data from the @LivingAtlas.

• Solar System Atlas -- Blast off 🚀 and explore some of the most detailed maps available for planets, moons, & more.
Seven Wonders: The New List -- Can you name the *new* #SevenWondersOfTheWorld? After 100 million global votes the results are in! Check out the list in our new and improved #StoryMap tour.

Story Map: National Maps for Switzerland -- Swiss #maps are known for reliability, high detail, and aesthetic appeal. This map works as a reference tool for land-use planning, environmental protection, security, and leisure activities.

Story Map: Kilauea: Fountains of Fire

Introducing Library of Congress Story Maps

Styling Map Tour Text with HTML And CSS -- Did you know Story Map Tour's text editor supports some HTML and CSS customization? Here's how you can add a little extra flare to your next tour.


Story Map: Brampton 2040 Vision -- With ArcGIS, the possibilities are endless. Find out how @CityBrampton uses an #ArcGIS #storymap to promote its Vision 2040 - a vision for the people, by the people.

Story Map: The Two Koreas -- Brush up on your North and South Korean history? These maps and charts on the Korean peninsula's historical context, political leadership, and more should help

Story Map: Dengue Fever Risk – A Case Study of The Island Of Hawaii.

Story Map: The Story of a Plastic Bottle -- Explore the journey of a plastic water bottle in this Story Map.

Story Map: On The Brink: The Sixth Great Extinction -- Our planet is losing species at an alarming rate. While it's already too late for some, there are many animals whose future can still be saved, with your help:

An Introduction to Hosting Your Own Story Map -- Story Maps are #opensource—hosting them on your own lets you • Use a custom URL • Set up web analytics to learn about your audience • Enhance your stories' social media cards • and lots more Details here

Story Map: How to Choose Symbology -- Ever feel overwhelmed when choosing symbology? Don't worry! Cartographer @adavisholland shows you which symbology and analysis to use to effectively tell your story.

Story Map: Rohingya Refugee Emergency At A Glance -- Compelling use of Esri Story Map by the UN on the Rohingya Refugee Crisis.

Story Map: Tree Growth, Mortality, Harvesting and Planting -- In the United States, the volume of wood available for possible commercial use is vast—more than 1 trillion cubic feet. Learn how this valuable renewable resource is managed and sustained.

New Satellite Method Enables Undersea Estimates from Space

Video: What’s New In ArcGIS Maps for Adobe Creative Cloud -- Got KML & KMZ files? You can conveniently add this common geo-data to your map in #Illustrator using @Esri's #ArcGIS Maps for #Adobe @CreativeCloud.
- **Instructional Story Maps.** Don’t miss this great collection of resources for making engaging maps and narratives.
- **Story Map: About the New Orleans Flood Experiment** -- Learn more about the @NISC Information Sharing Tools used during the 2017 New Orleans Flood Resilience Experiment.
- **Story Map: America’s Oldest Bars.** Looking for a place to celebrate #NationalBeerDay? Here’s a tour of the oldest bar, pub, or tavern in each of the 50 states:

  ![Image of a map and an old bar]

- **Story Map: River of resilience** -- The Anacostia River was once an essential part of local life. It’s also been called the dirtiest river in the US. See how it transformed from essential to forgotten in 400 years.
- **New accessibility features in Story Map Journal**
- **Story Map: The Comeback Cat** -- The lynx is well on its way to becoming America’s latest #conservation success. Recently, @USFWS found that the protection for these cats in the lower 48 states is strong enough that lynx may no longer need to be considered threatened.
- **Story Map: Marvel Superhero Origins**
- **Story Map: ArcGIS for Law Enforcement 101**
- **Story Map: Fire Safety Concerns City of Brampton** -- geoHUB story focuses on @BramptonFireES Hotzones and makes incident information available through #OpenData
- **Story Maps: OAR-Office of Air Quality and Planning Standards**
- **Story Map: Protect Our Coast. Southern Environmental Law Center**
- **Smart City 3.0** -- Creating a #smartcity? Embrace IoT, AI, robotics, a sharing community, and more.
- **Hubs Around the World** -- More than 2,000 governments and organizations around the world are sharing #OpenData and building community with #ArcGISHub.
- **Celebrating Women's Rights** -- a story map by @jbellmaps, looks at the subject around the globe through the lens of United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.